REPORT
STRAY CANINE BIRTH CONTROL
CHANDIGARH ABC CENTRE
22nd October 2020
A large number of complaints have been received regarding relocation of dogs and improper
surgeries by the stray canine birth control centre working in Chandigarh - Dog Sterilisation
Centre, Sector 38 West, Chandigarh. This report elaborates the findings and
recommendations based on the inspection of the centre against which complaints have been
filed.
The inspection team comprised of Ms. Anjali Gopalan, Member AWBI and Mr. Mark
Abhijeet Shokeen.

CASE : DOG STERILISATION CENTRE
CHANDIGARH
The ABC Unit is not under any organisation and is run by Dr. Amandeep

OBSERVATIONS
ON ARRIVAL / RELOCATION AND STATUS OF DOGS / OTHER COMPLAINTS
-On our arrival at the unit, Mr. Rahul, the caretaker of the unit was present and showed us
around the ABC centre. He informed Dr. Amandeep about our inspection who joined us later.
-This is the only ABC Unit in Chandigarh. The programme started on 30th September 2020
and surgeries commenced on 1st October 2020.
-The team consistes of 1 surgeon and 8 paravets / dog handlers.
-Grants are provided by the Municipal Corporation Chandigarh.

This is the main entrance where dogs are brought in and put in separate kennels

The kennels were fairly clean. One set of kennels had not been cleaned as there was no
electricity.
-Rice and Chicken is fed to the dogs twice a day (morning 8-9am & evening 4-5pm)

The Unit has one specially kitted vehicle to catch dogs

-The catching of dogs takes place in the morning. Dogs are tagged when caught.
Formula for tagging: Sector-date-location-dog number-sex
-Friendly dogs are picked up by hand whereas aggressive dogs are caught with a catching net
-Releasing of dogs takes place in the evening
-The Unit had started picking up dogs from Sector 1 and thereon moved to the following
sectors. Sometimes they are assigned different areas depending on the number of complaints.
-The Municipal Corporation of Chandigarh also catches dogs at times and brings it to them
for spaying/neutering.

This is the prep area near the kennels and was reasonably hygenic.

-Dr. Gaurav Lakhanpal, appointed by the MCC visits the centre every day at 2pm.
-The unit has 4 surgical sets and an average of 10-12 surgeries are done every day starting at
6am.
-As a protocol, the right ear is notched to identify a steralised dog.
-The dispensary hosts medicines pertaining to ABC surgeries and post-operative care. A list
of the medicines is attached to this report.
-ARVs are given before releasing the dogs.
-Dogs are kept for at least 5 days post surgery or till they are completely healed.

Dogs were kept under hygenic and acceptable conditions.

COMPLAINTS
The complains were regarding relocation of dogs as well as some dogs whose sutures had
opened.
- Mr. Rahul, the caretaker acknowledged the following three complaints:
1- A black female from sector 16 whose sutures were intentionally cut with a blade and had
caused muscle tear as said by the doctor was brought back on 19 th October 2020 by Nandini
Kakkar.
2- Similarly, on 20th October 2020 another person had cut the sutures of a dog without
causing injury to the dog thinking that the dog must be in pain and cutting the sutures would
relieve it from its distress and has accepted the same on a phone call with Mr. Rahul which
was played to us as proof upon questioning.
3- A hyperactive black female dog from sector 7 who has already removed her sutures 3-4
times by scratching herself has been brought into the unit and will remain there until
completely healed. A photograph of the dog is attached below:

4- In terms of relocation, we were told that dogs had been released in front of IRS Officer
Bhupesh Satija’s house by the unit. However, on speaking with him we were told that these
are not steralised dogs and he had assumed that they had been left by the unit as no one else
would be catching dogs. It makes no sense that unsteralised dogs would be released after
being caught for steralisation.
-For complaints regarding relocating of dogs, the doctor said that if they catch a dog from
Sector 39 and release it from where it was caught and the dog runs till the adjacent sector, the
people begin to complaint that the centre relocates dogs wherein it is not difficult for the dog
to run from one sector to the other.

ISSUES RAISED BY THE UNIT
-The unit does not have a euthanasia policy. They have a rabid dog on the premises and to
take action they have to seek permission from the commissioner. This means other dogs as
well as staff are being exposed.
-There is a conflict between people who want dogs steralised and those who do not. This is
what is leading to a lot of conflict. It is not uncommon for people to resist the release of dogs
into the areas where they were brought from.
-CRPF had asked them to catch dogs from within the premises which they did and after
surgery they are not letting the dogs back in. Consequently, these dogs are kept locked in
kennels in the unit as they have no where to go.

-The unit does not want to allow outsiders/volunteers into the centre as often food is brought
in and the dogs get exited creating problems in the healing process.-Record-keeping of the
dogs are all in order and were verified by the inspecting authority Ms. Anjali Gopalan
R-The unit has agreed to create a facebook page to upload content by which
volunteers/animal lovers don’t come to the unit and the animals are kept undisturbed.
-The centre does not have a prep room
-The dogs that require further treatment or cannot survive on the streets are transferred to
SPCA Chandigarh.
-Volunteers can bring the dogs themselves.

RECOMMENDATIONS
-The unit has been asked to create a facebook page to upload photographs and information so
that caregivers can be kept updated on the health status of the dogs.
-The unit has been asked to provide the details of the Commander (CRPF Chandigarh) to
help them send the dogs back.
-The unit has been asked to make a MOU with institutions to avoid any mis communications
while carrying out the ABC programme.

Registration of the doctor who runs the centre
HINDUSTAN TRADERS
269,2ND FLOOR,
VARDHMAN FORTUNE MALL
G.T.KARNAL ROAD,DELHI-110033

CREDIT

Phone : 8510060432,9354224735
Invoice No
E-Mail : hindustantraders1313g@yahoo.com
D.L.No. : ADN-13370620B,13370721B,13370820G
Invoice Date
Due Date
GSTIN : 07DSYPD4386R1ZI
S.
Qty.
Mfr
Pack
Product Name
1
MIRA 1
50
INJ.IN-DUCT 1GM
2
P.I.
1
150
INJ.KETAPIL 10ML LIQ
3
P.I.
2ML
40
PILREST INJ 2ML

CLASS

TOTAL

IGST 5.00%
IGST 12.00%
IGST 18.00%
IGST 28 %
TOTAL

0.00
12995.00
0.00
0.00

Party Name :
EKNOOR PET CLINIC AND PET PARLOUR

GST INVOICE

SCHEME

DISCOUNT

0000284

Order No.

21-09-2020
21-09-2020

L.R. No.
Transport
L.R. Date 21-09-2020
Batch
Exp HSN
MSMP9166
11/21 30049099
AOE40002
4/22 30039040
AND49005
11/21 30049080

Cases

Order Date

IGST

GROUND FLOOR,BASEMENT,SHOWROOM NO.245
NEAR GOLDEN SQUARE,CHD AMBALA ROAD, State : 03
ZIRAKPUR,SAS
NAGAR,PUNJAB
03-PUNJAB
PHONE. : 9888581577
D.L.No. : REG.NO.006140
GSTIN : 03AAIFE4516H1ZR
M.R.P
Rate
Dis IGST
Value
54.10
114.00
13.00

TOTAL IGST

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1559.40
0.00
0.00

0.00
1559.40
0.00
0.00

12995.00
0.00
Rs. Fourteen Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Four Only

0.00

1559.40

1559.40

43.50 0.00 12.00
70.00 0.00 12.00
8.00 0.00 12.00

261.00
1260.00
38.40

TOTAL
Total Items :Total Qty :-

MSG:

3
240

2175.00
10500.00
320.00

12995.00

DIS AMT.
IGST PAYBLE
PAYBLE
CR/DR NOTE

0.00
1559.40
0.00
0.00

Grand Total

BANK DETAIL
Bank Name
Branch
Account No.
IFSC Code

0

: UJJIVAN SMALL FINANCE BANK
: ADARSH NAGAR,DELHI-33
: 2207120020000300
: UJVN0002207

Terms & Conditions

Goods once sold will not be taken back or exchanged.
All disputes subject to Jurisdication only.
Bills not paid due date will attract 24% interest.

FOR

HINDUSTAN TRADERS

14554.00
Authorised Signatory

The medicines are billed to a private clinic and are then sent to the ABC Centre for further
clearance

Dr Amandeep M: 7889113115, 9053224485
Medicine required for Animal Birth control Program, Chandigarh

S.No

Medicine

Quantity

1.

SPIRIT 5 LETTER GALLON

10 GALLON

2.

Inj XYLAZIN 30ML VIALS

50 VIALS

3.

ANTIRABIES VACCINATION (ARV) 10
ML VIAL

50 VIALS

4.

Inj THIOPENTAL SODIUM 1 GRAM

5 BOX (1BOX=12 VIALS)

5.

Inj KETAMINE 10ML VIAL

15 BOX (100 VIALS)

6.

Inj DIAZEPAM 2ML AMPULE

40 AMPULE

7.

CATGUT SUTURE 180 CM

20 BOX (1BOX =12PIECES)

8.

VICRYL SUTURE NO. 1 (POLYGLACTIN
910) 180 CM

25 BOX (1BOX =12PIECES)

9.

VICRYL SUTURENO.2-0
(POLYGLACTIN910) 180 CM

15 BOX(1BOX=12PIECES)

10.

SUTURING NEEDLE NO. 9 (CUTTING
END)

10 PACKET

11.

SUTURING NEEDLE NO. 11 (CUTTING
END)

10 PACKET

12.

NEEDLE 21 GUAZE

30 BOX (1box=100needle)

13.

Inj ATROPINE 100ML VIALS

8 VIALS

14.

Inj MELONEX 100ML

8 VIALS

15.

Inj BELAMYL 100ML

8 VIALS

List of medicines.

Price

Tagging Record Sheet

Drug and Anaesthesia Protocol

